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If there is a central question that can be seen as the motivating 
issue that inspires social choice theory, it is this: how can it be 
possible to arrive at cogent aggregative judgments about the society 
(for example, about “social welfare”, or “the public interest”, or 
“aggregate poverty”), given the diversity of preferences, concerns, 
and predicaments of the different individuals within the society?

Amartya Sen, Nobel Prize Lecture (Economics) 1998
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Figure 1: An illustration of local structure in ranked data.

• Locality of agreement: Users may rank some items in common, but not others, and they may rank
some items similarly, giving rise to a consensus ranking, and others — dissimilarly, producing
divergent rankings. User opinions should thus be aggregated only over the items on which they
agree. In our example, Jane’s ranking of evening clothes should be aggregated with rankings by
her hipster friends, and her ranking of business attire — with rankings by her yuppie friends.

Figure 1 illustrates local structure in ranked data, with fruits and vegetables representing items.1

Leveraging attributes. Importantly, we observe that rankings of items often correlate with item at-
tributes, such as designer and price for clothing, cuisine and ambiance for restaurants, or biological
annotations for genes. That is, how items are ranked depends on what they are. Furthermore attributes
of the judges such as age, income, and profession of a user in a shopping application, or a description of
experimental conditions in the genetics example, may also correlate with rankings. That is, how items
are ranked depends on who, or what, is ranking them.

Leveraging attributes has two important advantages. The first is computational: attributes may be used
to limit the search space, and to guide its systematic exploration. The second advantage is equally
as important, and is one of usability: if attributes are used to guide the search for structure, then the
identified structure can be naturally described using these attributes. Returning to our example, if two
consensus rankings are identified for Jane, these may be shown to her together with an explanation of the
items they contain, and of the judges whose opinions were aggregated to produce them. The first ranking
may be of vintage boutiques that are well-liked by Jane’s neighbors in the 30-35 age group, while the
second ranking may be of high-end fashion stores on Madison Avenue, well-liked by people with an
annual income in the $150K-$200K range.

Challenges. The following challenges must be addressed to make modeling ranked data practical.

Challenge 1: size and sparseness. Typical applications deal with hundreds, or even thousands of items,
giving rise to a potentially intractable space of possible rankings. This is because there are m! possible
ways to order m items. Furthermore, because the space is so large, we expect the set of actual obser-
vations to be sparse. Thus, when reasoning over the full space of possible rankings, we cannot expect
to derive sufficient statistical power from the observations when m is large. That is, size and sparseness
make it difficult to learn robust models from the data.

1Understanding nutritional choices is another application domain for the techniques of this proposal, one that is no less
important than shopping, and is a bit easier to represent pictorially.
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